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Preface
The function of warehouses is changing because of several
developments like:
• integration of supply chains;
• serving of multiple channels;
• shift from storage to flow;
• integration of value added services.

Roy Lenders
Global Supply Chain Lead

In the mean time, because of the current economic circumstances,
efficiency and flexibility of warehouse operations need to be improved
while at least keeping service levels. And last but not least, the
warehouse manager needs to contribute to an overall sustainability
policy that is followed by more and more companies.
The first part of this report gives Capgemini’s point of view on
warehousing issues related to this changing environment. The
changing function of warehouses is discussed in the articles on
collaborative warehousing and the multi channel DC. Improvement of
warehouse processes is driving the Lean DC and integration of WMS
and TMS systems. Contribution to a sustainability policy in a
warehouse environment is described in the article on green
warehousing.
The second part provides an overview of software solutions that are
available in the market, industries they are relevant to and an overview
of current trends. Since Capgemini has extensive experience and a
long involvement with the market, we have also added our points of
view. These are based on the views of Capgemini logistics
professionals from all over Europe and the USA, with experience of
working with warehouse management software and the business users
that operate them.
It has only been possible to compile the second part of the report with
the willingness of each software supplier to share information about
their company, products and vision. Almost all vendors asked to
complete the questionnaire did so and we would like to thank them for
their contribution.
I invite you to use the contents of the report and to contact Capgemini
when you are thinking to improve your warehouse operations or select
and implement a warehouse management system.
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Management Summary
This report has two sections.
The first part - named Business
Insight – represents
Capgemini’s point of view on
issues related to the
warehousing business,
processes and software
solutions.
The second part of the report –
called Solutions Insight provides an overview of the
software solutions that are
available in the market,
industries they are relevant to
and an overview of current
trends.

Business Insight
The Business Insight articles give insight on the following topics:
• The Lean DC: how to generate 10-20% productivity increase in a
DC with low investments by applying lean principles to improve
warehouse processes; also the role of the warehouse manager
and WMS consequences are discussed.
• Green Warehousing: warehouses can be a significant source of
energy costs and large contributors to your firm’s carbon footprint.
A sustainable warehouse design will help you lower your utility bills
and reduce carbon emissions.
• Collaborative warehousing: the current economic situation and
sustainability requirements are drivers to re-think the Supply Chain
approach. Horizontal collaboration is expected to reshape the
logistics landscape in the next decade.
• Integration of WMS and TMS: how to integrate WMS and TMS
applications to create an efficient and speedy supply chain and
prevent sub optimization of transportation and warehousing
processes.
• The multi-channel DC: how to integrate fulfillment of internet
orders in warehouse operations: how to design a multi-channel
DC, what equipment to use and how this affects WMS systems.
Solutions insight
This is the third time Capgemini has published the Warehousing
Software Report. This year’s report has an expanded scope,
incorporating market views and information from 28 leading warehouse
software vendors from both Europe and North America.
Some highlights:
• The WMS market has and will become more international.
• Suppliers focus on broader logistics and supply chain execution
solutions.
• Suppliers with their origin in the WMS market are still in the lead.
• The market for warehouse software will decline in 2009.
• Suppliers will continue to provide and enrich sector-specific
functionality.
• Support by a third party is recommended when organizational
change is essential.
• Capabilities regarding training and documentation are not fully
developed.
• Software as a Service for WMS is mainly a financing model.
• Implementation of RFID will not be realized on the short term.
• SCM Integration is the main area of development.
• Freedom of choice of technical platforms is ‘the norm’.
• Integration/interfacing tools are widely used but not standardized.
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Lean warehousing
More and more the lean principles developed in the automotive
industry are being applied in the logistic sector. Lean is a philosophy
generating results quickly and sustainable in the domain of cost
reduction, customer satisfaction and quality improvement. In the
current economic situation lean is an interesting approach for a lot of
companies to generate lasting results in improving warehouse
processes: 10-20% productivity increase is feasible.
What are the lean principles?
Rob van Doesburg

Lean is a management philosophy aiming at eliminating the activities
which do not generate added value for the customer (waste). The lean
principles are:
1. Define value added seen from the perspective of the customer.
2. Describe the process, verify where in the process added value is
being generated and eliminate non value adding activities (waste).
3. Involve and empower employees.
4. Pull orders through the process instead of pushing them: create
flow.
5. Take care that waste is not returning in the process.
Throughput time will reduce, processes will become less complex and
the productivity and quality will improve. Practice has shown that 3090% of time spend on activities is not generating added value. Even in
the most efficient companies there is still room for eliminating waste.
That is how Toyota, founder of the modern Lean thinking,
acknowledges that 70% of the business activities still can be
considered as waste.
How to apply?
The application of lean in a warehouse environment consists of
introducing continuous improvement of processes on one hand and
work places on the other hand. Redundant processes/activities (waste)
appear in warehouses in the following domains:
• Too much production: producing more than required.
• Too much waiting: waiting for preceding activities or decisions to
be made.
• Too much transport: transportation of goods from one place to
another without adding value.
• Inadequate process: executing of tasks which are not necessary
or which do not generate added value.
• Too much inventory: storing of more materials or information
than necessary to keep the process running.
• Too many movements: movement of people and information
without bringing added value.
• Too many defects: errors that are made need to be fixed or slows
down the process.
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For optimizing work places the 5S method is being used. The 5S
method is based on five Japanese words that begin with ‘S’:
• Sort (Seiri): removing redundant elements from the work floor.
• Simplify / Set in order (Seiton): to put things at the right place.
• Shine (Seiso): removing the rubbish and cleaning the workspace.
• Standardize (Seiketsu): systemize work method and
communication.
• Sustain (Shitsuke): making a routine of above mentioned
activities.
The 5S method offers a simple and effective approach to have a better
way of working, makes process management visible, helps in reducing
waste, stimulates cooperation and leads to a safer and more pleasant
work environment.
Lean principles have been applied for quite some time in distribution
centers because of the variation in processes and the amount of labor
(among others DHL and CEVA Logistics). Examples of waste and
possible improvements are:
Type of waste
Too much production
Too much waiting

Too much transport

Inadequate process

Too much inventory

Too many
movements
Too many defects

Capgemini Consulting is the strategy and
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Non value adding activities (example)
• Value Added Logistics: executing VAL-activities
while there are no orders available.
• Receiving: waiting until put away orders are
received from the warehouse management system.
• Picking: waiting until the orders are released or
picking inventories are replenished.
• Put away: first storing of goods in bulk while goods
could also have been send to the picking stock or
cross dock directly.
• All processes: checking of numbers of goods
received or picked which is not required.
• All processes: not required activities for providing
management information.
• Receiving: not enough capacity for put away at
goods receipt resulting in too much shipments to be
stored in the meantime.
• Storing: inventories which are too high or inefficient
use of storage space.
• Packing: too much packaging materials.
• All processes: not optimized workspace locations
and organization.
• Picking: not efficient order picking routes.
• All processes: damaged products which are
returned afterwards.
• Receiving: incorrect master data resulting in
correction work.
• Picking: correcting missing units or damages after
order picking.
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Impact of implementing lean in a DC
Initiation and execution of these changes in warehouses might have
impact on different areas, e.g.:
• Storage/material handling: reduction and restructuring of
activities.
• Workplaces: reorganizing workplaces.
• Lay out: changing the layout of the DC.
• Inventories: optimization of inventories.
• Equipment/consumables: optimization of the use of e.g. fork lift
trucks and packing materials.
• Performance management & reporting: changing the way
performance is monitored and communicated.
• Work force management: changing the way activities are
distributed among people and monitored.
• Leadership vision & behavior: changing the way improvement
measures are managed.

Sustainable Results
via

People

Do the work right

Behavioural Change

Only by an approach that tackles all three areas will you be able to
change behaviours and make results sustainable

    

 



Logistic managers will play a crucial role to obtain sustainable results
(see figure 1). They need to support their direct leads and employees
more than before by initiating and executing the changes. Examples
are:
• Carrying out the Lean vision and facilitating the change process,
possibly by hiring a specialized consulting firm.
• Stimulating of creation and execution of ideas (not too much
involvement on content).
• Enabling time availability and approval of (mostly limited) costs for
changes.
• Keep giving attention to the lean journey within the regular
management structures and communication channels.
WMS consequences
Some of the changes that are part of a lean program will also have
consequences for the WMS:
• Process: restructuring of activities might result for example in
modification of the set up of goods receipt, put away,
replenishment or order picking strategy.
• Layout: warehouse definitions in the WMS might need to be
changed.
• Inventory: modification of stock optimization and slotting rules.
• Work force management: changes in the WMS to support the
best way to deploy operators, register and monitor labor standards
and calculate goal times.
• Reporting: creation and/or modification of management reports to
provide the information needed.
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Green Warehousing
Warehouses can be significant source of energy costs and large
contributors to your firm’s carbon footprint. Making proactive decisions
to deploy smart policies and principles to create and operate a
sustainable warehouse design will help you lower your utility bills and
reduce carbon emissions.
Five guiding principles as shown in figure 2 can enable large scale
environment impact reduction of your warehouse.
Sumit Kumar
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Construction Materials
Making proactive decisions regarding the materials used in the
structure of a distribution center can lead to a more efficient building as
well reduce any potential environmental harm.
Some considerations include:
1
• Using high R value insulation in the ceilings and walls for
more efficient climate control and reducing energy use for
heating and cooling of the structure.
• Migrating to the use of nontoxic paints and carpets during any
new or maintenance procedures to reduce airborne toxins.
• Installing skylights or solar tubes for gain of natural lighting to
reduce energy consumption.
Paints and finishes release low level toxic emissions into the air for
years after application. The source of these toxins is a variety of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) which, until recently, were
essential to the performance of the paint. New environmental
regulations and consumer demand, have led to the development of
low-VOC and zero-VOC paints and finishes. Most paint manufacturers
now produce one or more non-VOC variety of paint. These new paints
are durable, cost-effective and less harmful to human and
environmental health
Exterior Design
The exterior design of a building has a direct relationship with its
environmental impact. Some simple considerations such as the
installation storm water management system can assist in the
separation of any pollution accumulated in the water runoff from the
parking lot or structure drainage system. Others such as the
installation of native landscaping can assist in lower irrigation water
demands thus lowering water costs as well as providing shade to lower
ambient temperatures. By using light colored materials for the
structure, parking lot and roof membrane the heat island effect is
minimized. Finally, exterior directed lighting can provide for security
needs while reducing overall light pollution beyond the property.
Recycling, Transportation and Housekeeping
Waste recycling options drastically reduce the amount of waste
product shipped to landfills. Start by identifying the type of waste that is
discarded in different areas of your warehouse. Focus on areas
producing significant volumes of particular materials.
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Determine which types of bins you will need and which recycling
procedures you will implement. Corrugated cardboard, for example, is
one of the most common wastes produced in any warehouse involved
in shipping cartons. Bale or flatten cardboard to reduce waste volume.
Companies can set policies around reuse, donation, or selling these
discarded cardboard containers to other firms. Businesses can also
give these boxes to employees or others to use for moving purposes.
An effective way to adopt these policies at a larger scale is to inform
employees about the new rules by issuing a memo and reviewing
procedures at staff meetings or at the beginning of shifts. Other green
options include the use of non-toxic cleaning materials as this further
reduces any airborne or waste water toxins released by the distribution
center. In addition, to encourage alternative fuel vehicles or car pooling
programs preferred parking for employees can be offered as an
incentive. Finally, by utilizing modern warehouse management system
capabilities such as Radio Frequency and Cartonization functionality it
is possible to drastically reduce paper or carton waste by more
efficiently issuing pick, pack work tasks resulting in lower costs.
Energy and Water Efficiency
Large structures are becoming more and more expensive to heat and
cool or maintain. High efficiency climate control systems can help
efficiently manage building temperature and air flow for reduced
heating and cooling expenditure. Some firms are even deploying
underground geothermal energy systems that involve drilling well fields
to create an underground heat pump. This can be a very effective way
to provide cost effective, renewable energy for large structures.
Installation and use of photo-sensors and motion detectors to manage
lighting systems allows for the reduction of energy use through only
lighting areas of the facility that are actively in use.
Some other energy saving ideas involves:
• Having lots of windows, sky lighting, and using translucent
building materials for the purpose of providing lighting.
• Performing your transportation and warehousing during daylight hours.
• Replacing lighting with energy efficient lighting.
• Using solar panels to store energy during the day for usage
during night operations.
• Use high efficiency flow management logic as well as
conveyance systems to reduce product handling and
subsequent forklift use.
• Install low or no flow plumbing fixtures allows for reduced
water consumption and subsequent waste water.
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Warehouse Operations
Warehousing operations, including material handling and shipping are
the final 2 key pieces in the “green” puzzle.
From a material handling standpoint, there seems to be an increased
trend towards using electric lift trucks and others with cleaner internal
combustion engine. Brett Wood, president of Toyota Material Handling
USA (TMHU), says there is a green awareness in the material handling
industry he hasn't seen before. “Customers are asking us questions
about emissions,” he says, and adds he is encouraged so far by
market acceptance of green lift trucks.
From a shipping standpoint, specific factors such as trailer cube
utilization, truck idling, and packaging design have the direct and
substantial impacts on your warehouse’s carbon footprint. Candice L.
Herndon, U.S. Manager, Environmental Sustainability at CHEP, a
provider of pallet pooling services using synthetic pallets, noted in
2
Industry Week magazine that “Shipping platforms can be designed to
improve trailer cube utilization and unit load configuration which
translates to a reduction in transportation miles. Advanced designs can
also create energy savings from warehousing efficiencies and reduce
platform-related product damage which translates to a reduction in
solid waste burdens, unnecessary reverse logistics and remanufacturing inputs.”
Similarly, sophisticated appointment systems as executed by a
sophisticated Transportation Management System can help efficiently
schedule shipments and reduce unnecessary idling, which helps
improve air quality surrounding the shipping facility and saves fuel and
money.
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Collaborative warehousing
The challenges of the current economic situation and the longer term
outlook are driving organisations to re-think their Supply Chain
strategy. As we enter an era characterised by volatile demand,
fluctuating fuel and labour costs, and the need for more sustainable
business we need to re-consider Logistics strategy.

Simon Mollart

As Einstein stated “We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of
thinking we used when creating them.” So, as Logisticians how can we
respond? One approach is to evaluate collaborative or shared
warehouse solutions.
The Future Value Chain
Earlier this year The 2018 Future Value Chain report was published by
the Global Commerce Initiative (GCI), Capgemini, HP and SAP AG.
The report builds on the Future Value and Supply Chain series of
research reports, examining the changing dynamics that will impact
consumer behavior and how supply chains will evolve in response.
The research involved workshops with participants in the consumer
products industry from Europe, North America, and Asia including
China, India and Japan.
In ten years, the balance of economic power will have shifted, at both
the consumer and the corporate levels; for example, the growing
middle classes in Asia and the worldwide mass adoption of consumer
technologies will drive new communication and purchasing patterns.
The cost and availability of raw materials will affect supply chains, and
environmental and socially sustainable sourcing will be important
considerations.
The reports conclude these, and other trends highlighted in the
research, underline the need for greater collaboration between all
parties in the supply chain including: greater information sharing
enabled by technology, collaborative warehousing, collaborative city
distribution and collaborative non-urban distribution.
Enabling the Vision
To achieve the vision, a concept is required that goes beyond the
current collaborative or shared warehousing concepts that exist today.
Horizontal collaboration, even between competitors, and the bundling
of freight flows across multiple companies, is expected to reshape the
logistics landscape in the next decade.
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The underlying operating model to support the vision requires greater
levels of trust and data sharing than commonly seen today.
Warehouse physical, process and systems design will evolve to
manage the complexities of multiple partner organisations in a shared
service centre environment.
Technology and Warehouse Management Systems with Service
Orientated Architectures (SOA) have become a key enabler for
enabling the vision, with capabilities to:
 Manage the SKU’s of multiple organizations.
 Support multi organisation order and shipment management.
 Effectively combine physical warehouse activities between
multiple parties, including inbound movement planning, receipt
and put away; picking and dispatch.
 Support activity based costing and reporting.
The Case for Change
The case to overcome the challenges of collaboration and greater
information sharing is compelling. Models from The Future Supply
Chain illustrate that by treating the value chain as a whole has the
potential to significantly reduce lead time from source to consumer and
achieve a 15% or more “step shift” in costs, reducing:
 Storage time, and cost, per pallet.
 Handling cost per pallet.
 Transport costs per pallet.
 Transport CO2 emissions.
 Inventory reductions. (Fewer warehouses result in an overall
reduction of safety stock requirements across a supply chain).
To quantify the potential benefits, a self assessment tool can be
downloaded from the internet via www.capgemini.com/resources/thought
leadership Future Supply Chain Report.
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Realizing the Vision
New “facilitators” or orchestrators for collaboration are emerging from
industry and government:
 Within the Logistics industry new partnerships are forming in
response to organisations seeking to serve consumers more
effectively and sustainably. Logistics Service Providers and
new, sector focused, entrants to market are positioned to act
as “brokers” for collaboration.
 Environmental and congestion considerations will act as a
catalyst for regional and local government to drive the agenda
for shared urban and city logistics.
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Alignment of WMS with TMS

Wouter van Heijst

In the last couple of years, supply chain excellence has become more
and more dependent on the performance of logistics execution. Macro
trends in the current marketplace such as global sourcing, increased
customer service levels in terms of delivery frequencies and the
number of stops have added significant complexity to the management
of the warehouse and transportation operations. Both WMS and TMS
(Transportation Management Systems) vendors recognize these
trends and developed extended functionality in their solutions to better
support processes like cross-docking, dynamic route planning and
enhanced multi-order pick routines.
Non-integrated WMS and TMS operations may lead to suboptimization

Kristoffer Arvidson

Although being enhancements on its own, these independent
developments of WM and TM solutions however often lead to suboptimization in operations. While focusing on optimizing pick-paths and
resource utilization in the warehouse, picked loads can easily sit for
hours on the shipping dock, waiting to be loaded into the truck. From a
transportation point of view, a route plan can be fully optimized to save
time and fuel while driving along multiple stops, but the ship units may
be parked on the ship dock in random order, causing a lot of extra
effort to rearrange the pallets in reversed drop sequence.
Bottom-line is that a number of late developments in both WMS and
TMS applications often underperform because of their isolated use.
Why put effort in WMS – TMS integration?
The main business drivers for integration of software in the logistics
processes are faster, more accurate delivery times to customers and
cost cutting opportunities from better planning of the entire process.
Visibility and planning gains in the supply chain comes from the fact
that one gets a better view of both fixed and rolling inventory as well as
the customer needs. Being able to always get an updated look at all
inventory in the distribution process makes it easier to make the right
decisions in an often time sensitive environment.
Main areas of benefit of WMS-TMS integration:
• Improved visibility
A transparent supply chain naturally adds to the ability to make better
forecasts, which ultimately will result in lower inventory levels with
improving service levels.
• Operational synchronization
Being able to schedule pick waves against truck-departure times, and
balance the workload more evenly over the available resources.
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• Improved pick-efficiency
Adjusting the pick method to the type of transportation. Example: pick
order by order on separate
separate ship units when shipping with LTL freight,
while mixing orders and customers on pallets
pallets that are shipped by
parcel networks.
networks

• Efficient loading when building dynamic routes
Picking and loading in reversed delivery sequence, even in case the
route stop sequence
s
is dynamically determined.

• Providing a platform for transport optimization
Consolidation, break-bulk
break
and cross-docking
docking can truly be implemented
if WMS and TMS are coupled tightly.

• Improved customer service
Being able to schedule the delivery in collaboration
collaboration with the customer.
Integrated WMS-TMS
WMS TMS environments provide the possibility to switch
transportation modes by spotting the opportunity to consolidate orders
into a shipment in a much earlier stage. This fact can be used to lower
costs but also,
also, not less important, to choose a more environmental
friendly transportation solution.
Examples of best practices
The integration of WMS and TMS may sound simple, but in the actual
deployment there are many options. Below we will discuss some best
deployment options, each with its own characteristics.
deployment

• Basic WMS-TMS integration
This deployment option describes the most basic way of integrating
TMS with WMS. The delivery orders are sent directly to the WMS,
where they are waved, picked, packed and staged.
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When the order is staged completely, the order information is sent to
the TMS or trip planning system where orders are grouped and
the
assigned to trips in the most efficient way. When completed the order
numbers are sent back together with the trip or trailer number to the
WMS where the orders are loaded using this information.
Although this way is used in quite some operations, it certainly has
some downsides:
• The staged orders have to wait until the trips are planned. This
consumes both time and ship-staging space.
• Once the trip planning has been done, actual transport has to be
arranged. This also takes time.
The advantage of this way of working however is that there will be no
change in the number of orders to be loaded.

• Advanced WMS-TMS integration
A more advanced deployment option is the one where order
information is sent
sent as soon as possible to the TMS.

This advanced integration of WMS and TMS clearly has the advantage
that:
• During the planning cycle no additional warehouse space is
needed; the soft-allocated
allocated stock just sits in the pick-locations.
pick
• The arrangement of actual transportation capacity can be done
while the orders are picked, packed and staged.
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It allows consolidation of multiple orders for the same destination
in order to change to a more efficient transportation mode or type.
The downside of an early planning
planning cycle is that there is a chance that
f some reason planned orders cannot be picked. In some operations
for
this may require a re-planning
re planning cycle, which obviously reduces the
projected efficiency improvements.

• WMS-TMS
TMS landscape with integrated Customer
Custome Appointment
Scheduling
An advanced WMS –TMS
TMS integration model can facilitate the ability to
make a specific delivery appointment with the customer.

This deployment option allows more detailed delivery scheduling
(morning/afternoon, between 10.00AM and 12.00AM, etc.), which
significantly improves customer service, since the recipient does not
have to reserve a complete day, but only a part of the day to be at
home.
Conclusion
There are still many companies that manage both warehouse
operations and transportation
transportation in an isolated way. By integrating the
Warehouse Management and Transportation Management information
systems, significant benefits can be realized. Such integration can be
deployed in various ways. When determining the right integration
approach, many aspects have to be considered: what is the type of
industry of the company, what is the position in the supply chain, what
can be gained when improving lead times and customer service? It is
however a fact that integration between WMS and TMS has a huge
h
potential, and should therefore always be considered as a latent
improvement opportunity for your total business.
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The multi-channel DC

Rob van Doesburg

Multi-channel capability is currently in the forefront of retailers’ minds
as a “must have” for driving customer loyalty and sales. Retailers are
beginning to realize that when channels are implemented in silos
rather than as an integrated whole they fail to deliver on expectations
of customers, with predictable consequences in terms of lost sales.
An integrated multi-channel retail strategy should encompass four
major areas (see figure 3): customer relationship, organizational
strategy, operational excellence and integrated technology and data.
Operational excellence may involve the use of new supply chain
business models including integration of e-fulfillment in current
warehouse operations. This article describes the relevant aspects of
such integration.
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Supply chain business models to support multi-channel
execution
Supply chain operations must be designed in such a way that multichannel execution is supported adequately. Important decisions that
need to be made are:
•
To use a dedicated e-fulfillment DC (for fulfillment of web
orders) or to integrate all warehouse operations (distribution to
stores and final customers) in one DC.
•
To insource or outsource warehouse operations (distribution of
B2C shipments is normally outsourced).
•
How to organize demand planning and DC replenishment.
We normally see that supply chain operations evolve to support the
changing multi-channel environment of retailers when volumes
increase and service requirements get more complicated. A typical
growth path is shown in figure 4.
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Designing a multi-channel DC
When a decision is made to raise an integrated multi-channel DC
(orders from stores and end users are fulfilled in the same DC), a
number of design decisions need to be made:
•
To have dedicated stock for e-fulfillment (physically and/or
administratively) or to use combined stock for all deliveries.
•
To combine purchase orders or to use separate purchase
orders and inbound operations for e-fulfillment stock.
•
Which products to keep on stock and which products to
distribute using a cross dock operation and/or direct deliveries
by suppliers.
•
How to pick single item orders and multi-item orders (single
item e-fulfillment orders are a substantial part of the total order
portfolio) in particular how to compose order batches (e.g. per
product group, packing type or carrier type) and how to make
sure that multi-item orders are fulfilled in a most efficient way.
•
How to add documents like invoices, letters, brochures: insert
in the box or add an envelope on the outside of the carton.
•
How to apply address labels: use the pick list or invoice or print
separate label.
•
How to pack orders: during order picking or at packing station.
Basically we see three alternatives for designing a multi-channel DC
(see figure 5):
•
No integration of processes (only staff, building and/or WMS is
shared).
•
Mixed options like creation of a ‘virtual store’ for handling of
internet orders.
•
Full integration of all processes.
No process integration
inbound
stores

bulk

replenish
stores

pick

pick&pack
stores

ship
stores

stores

Inbound
B-to-C

bulk

replenish
B-to-C

pick

pick&pack
B-to-C

ship
B-to-C

consu
mers

pick&pack
stores

ship
stores

stores

pick&pack
B-to-C

ship
B-to-C

consu
mers

pick&pack
integrated

ship
integrated

suppliers

‘Virtual store’
suppliers

inbound
stores

bulk

replenish
stores

pick

Complete integration
suppliers

inbound
integrated

stores
bulk

replenish
integrated

pick

consu
mers
process

B-to-B

process

B-to-C
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Equipment and automation level
E-fulfillment operations in a warehouse are characterized in general by
a broad line of products, low stock levels and small orders. When
expected volumes are picking up, a point is reached that investments
in material handlings systems are justified, e.g. investments in:
•
Mini load systems to store small quantities of products in totes.
•
Automatic sorting systems to sort articles for multi-item orders.
•
Carton folding and sealing machines for automatic closing of
boxes.

WMS consequences
Fulfillment of B2C-orders will require additional WMS functionality
regarding interfacing and warehouse operations. Interfacing
requirements are:
•
B2C fulfillment orders must be captured, special features are
e.g. registration of ‘one time’ customer address data,
registration of special customer requirements (e.g. gift
wrapping) and handling of documents to be added to the order.
•
Accurate stock info must be communicated frequently with the
ERP system to assure that the web application uses the
correct number regarding availability of products.
•
Transport orders must be generated for carriers specialized in
parcel shipments according to carrier specific interface formats
including generation of tracking and tracing numbers.
•
Status info regarding order fulfillment must be sent frequently
to the ERP system of the retailer to enable the retailer to
inform the consumer about any irregularities occurred.

  ,*$" "  " #-(  
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Support of warehouse operations for e-fulfillment activities will
generate some specific WMS requirements too:
•
First of all the general set up of e-fulfillment operations must be
supported: no process integration, total integration and mixed
options; in general this means definition of additional storage
and picking strategies in the WMS system.
•
Specific documents according to retailer or consumer
specifications must be printed (e.g. slipping notes, invoices,
personalized letters) and added to the products.
•
Adding of free brochures, samples etc. to the orders might be
required.
•
Special activities like gift wrapping must be supported.
•
Carrier specific address labels must be printed.
•
Return process must be supported for different kind of returns
(cancellation of orders, return of damaged products, product
repairs etc.) by support of checking of shipments/products
received, return to sender, return to stock, refurbishment, and
so on.
What we see is that WMS packages meet most of the requirements,
but support of return processes is so specific that most often the ERPsystem of the retailer is used to support these activities.
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1 Profile of the software market
1.1

Participating vendors

In 2006 Capgemini conducted a survey on the WMS market in Europe.
This year we broadened our scope to (Western) Europe and North
America. The criteria we used to invite the vendors to participate in this
survey were:
• Office in at least two different European countries, or in both
Europe and North America.
•

A minimum of 50 employees involved in WMS software.

•

A reasonable amount of implementations / different customers.

Based on these criteria we invited 36 different vendors to participate in
our survey and 27 of them responded positive on our invitation. Nine
vendors decided not to participate. One vendor responded with two
different applications what makes a total of 28 different applications
that are included in this report.
In 2006 we had different criteria and therefore a total of 11 “smaller”
WMS suppliers that participated in our 2006 study were not invited for
this study. Interesting is that due to mergers and acquisitions another 5
vendors (and their applications) from the 2006 list disappeared.
That leaves us with 10 vendors from the 2006 list that were also invited
for the 2009 study. Only 1 of them didn’t respond due to company
policy for answering some of our questions.
As mentioned before this 2009 report consists of 28 different
applications. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the vendors that
participated, the name of their software solution, the version involved
with released date and their planned date for a next release.
Note:
The vendor information shown in this part of the report is provided by
the vendors itself and only for the first chapter in some cases updated
with information from their annual reports.
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Table 1.1: Overview of participating vendors and the applications involved.
Latest
version
Latest version
Planned date
Company:
Application name:
number:
release date:
next release:
Active logistics GmbH
m-ware
9.1
Aug-08
Sep-09
Aldata Solution
G.O.L.D. Stock
V.5.08
March 2009
2010
A-SIS
LM7
7.0.7
2008
2009
Beta 80 Group
Stockager
5.4
Dec-08
June 2009
CAL Consult
CALwms
5101
January 2009
Q2 2009
CDC Software
Extended Warehouse Management,
iWMS
5,2
March 2008
Sep-09
Centric Logistic Solutions
In & Out WMS
2009.1
February 2009
June 2009
Centric Logistic Solutions
Locus WMS
3-14.02
February 2009
Sep-09
Consafe Logistics
Astro WMS
7.1
February 2009
June 2009
Equinox MHE
Vision
5
October 2008
Mid 2009
Four Soft Limited
4S elog
2.3
March 2009
May 2009
Gateway Software B.V.
FreightWare
02.09.0010
February 2009
March 2009
Generix
Infolog WMS
WMS2007
July 2009
HARDIS
REFLEX
7
March 2008
Sep-09
HighJump Software
Supply Chain Advantage
10.4
January 2009
Aug-09
inconso AG
inconsoWMS
3.1
Apr-08
Aug-09
Infor Global Solutions
Infor SCM Warehouse Management
9.1.2
March 2009
March 2010
INTRIS Group
TRIS Logistics Application Suite
9.1
January 2009
January 2010
Kewill
Kewill Logistics
6.0/1
February 2009
June 2009
Lawson
M3
7.1
May 2007
-Manhattan Associates
Warehouse Management
January 2009
January 2010
QAD
QAD Warehousing
2008.1
Sep-08
March 2009
Qurius
Q-WMS
RedPrairie
RedPrairie E²e™ Solutions
2008.1
July 2008
March 2009
SAGE
V 5.1 (GX)
GEODE
V7 (AS400)
June 2008
SAP AG
SAP Extended Warehouse
Management
7.0
Nov-08
Not available
Sterling Commerce Inc
Sterling Warehouse Management
System
8.0
March 2008
Sep-09
Swisslog AG (WDS Division)
WarehouseManager,
WM/AM
AutomationManager,
Rel3090
Spoc
SPOC 7.1.0
Dec-08
July 2009
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1.2

Mergers and acquisitions

In order to get a feeling of market dynamics we asked the respondents
if they were part of any merger or acquisition in the last four years.
In relation with the WMS market situation of 2006, the WMS market
has condensed considerably. Major global players like Provia, MARC
Global, Catalyst, Interchain and Yantra are now part of either a
competing best-of-breed software provider (RedPrairie acquiring
MARC, CDC buying Catalyst) or a software house that sees WMS as
an extension to its current software offering (e.g. Interchain and
Yantra). It is clear that several traditional WMS providers also work
their way in the TMS market, clearly to leverage the integration
advantages of WMS and TMS (see also our “Aligning WMS and TMS”
expert article in the Business Insight section).
Although this market consolidation does make the WMS market more
clear and apparent, it looks like the battles are fought in the mid and
high end of the market space. This leaves a space for new smaller
WMS providers that provide basic solutions, often through a webbased solution and at a local scale.
Table 1.2: Mergers & Acquisitions in the space of Logistics Execution
Mergers & acquisitions
Main area of business
A-SIS
EPX (France)
Warehousing software vendor
CDC Software
Catalyst International, Inc (USA)
WMS solution provider
Consafe Logistics
Captura ASA (Sweden)
Mobile solutions
DCS Transportation and Logistics
Four Soft Limited
Solutions (UK )
Transport & logistics software solutions
FWL Technologies (UK)
Freight and shipping Software
Transaxiom Holding A/S (Denmark)
Transportation and logistics solutions
Generix
Infolog (France)
Supply Chain Execution and Transportation solutions
HighJump Software
Insight Distribution Software (USA)
Food & beverage distribution software
Beltek Systems Design (USA)
Direct-to-store delivery software
Global Beverage Group (USA)
Direct-to-store delivery management
Pinnacle Distribution Concepts (USA)
TMS vendor
Inconso AG
HTS Logistic Solutions (Germany)
Logistic software specialists
Infor Global Solutions
SSA Global (USA)
ERP & Supply Chain execution solution provider
Workbrain Corporation (USA)
Workforce management solutions
Kewill
Interchain (Netherlands)
WMS, TMS software provider
CSF GmbH (Germany)
Customs solutions
IPACS (Singapore)
Freight forwarding and customs brokerage solutions
Innovate-IT (Netherlands)
Reverse and Service Logistics Management Software
Manhattan Associates
Evant (USA)
Supply chain planning and replenishment solutions
QAD
Precision Software (Ireland)
Global Trade and Transportation Management
RedPrairie
MARC Global (USA )
WMS solutions provider
Alta A/S (Denmark)
Automotive manufacturing and sequencing solutions
RangeGate (UK)
Retail in-store picking solutions
Transportation management, routing & scheduling
GeoComtms (Canada)
solutions
SAGE
Adonix Group (France)
Mid market ERP and Supply Chain Execution supplier
Business management software for transport and food
Elit Group (France)
distribution
Sterling Commerce Inc
Yantra, USA
Warehouse Management & order management solutions
Nistevo, USA
Transportation management solutions
Swisslog AG (WDS
Conveyor systems and stacker cranes for warehouses
Division)
Accalon AB (Sweden)
and distribution centers
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Besides acquisitions in the logistics execution field, WMS providers
have also been active in other areas. More general software houses
like CDC Software, Generix, Infor, QAD, Sage and Sterling Commerce
have understandably invested in a broader software footprint.
Comparably, systems integrators like Beta 80, Centric and Qurius have
used mergers and acquisitions to strengthen their market position.
Even more notable are the acquisitions of Aldata, Four Soft,
RedPrairie and Sterling Commerce, which reveal a new market
approach.
Table 1.3: Mergers & Acquisitions in other business areas
Mergers & acquisitions
Aldata Solution
Terraventum (Finland)
Beta 80 Group
CDC Software

Centric Logistic Solutions

Four Soft Limited
Generix
Infor Global Solutions

Lawson
QAD

Qurius

RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce Inc

Sysint srl (Italy)
Amtech srl (Italy)
c360 Solutions (USA)
JRG Software, Inc (USA)
MVI Technology (USA)
Respond Group Ltd. (UK)
Saratoga Systems (USA)
Integrated Solutions Limited (China)
Orqua(Belgium)
Lxy Groep (Netherlands)
Altro Consult (Germany)
SP Solution (Germany)
Cable1 (Netherlands)
Real Software (Belgium)
Comex Frontier Pte Ltd (Singapore)
MY Comex Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)
Influe (France)
Geac, USA
Datastream, USA
Systems Union, UK
Extensity, USA
Hansen Information Technologies
(USA)
Freeborders (USA)
FBO Systems (USA)
Soft Cell (Belgium)
FullTilt (USA)
Cabus Holding (Germany)
Wilhelm & Zeller (Germany)
Ibitec (Sweden)
ICM Group (Netherlands)
Cpas (Netherlands)
Watermark (Netherlands)
BlueCube (USA)
StorePerform (USA)
XRT (France)
Business Objects (France)
Comergent Technologies, USA
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Main area of business
Digital marketing solutions for the retail and hospitality
markets
System integration
Application support centers
Microsoft Dynamics CRM solutions provider
On-demand planning and scheduling
Production monitoring solutions
Customer Service and Feedback Management software
CRM solutions provider
ERP solutions provider
ICT consulting company
BPO service provider
SAP HR consulting and service provider
Oracle ERP integrator
Telecommunications
Point Of Sale solutions
Software solutions provider
eCommerce solutions provider
integrated and collaborative B2B software
ERP solution provider
Asset data management
Low/middle end financial solutions
Internet software provider
Applications provider for the public sector
Product lifecycle management
Enterprise asset management solutions
Financial, procurement and project processes
Product information management
System Integrator Microsoft Dynamics
Software Wholesaler
Microsoft Business Solutions provider
Microsoft Business Solutions provider
Microsoft Dynamics NAV solutions integrator
System Integrator
Retail enterprise and productivity solutions
Retail store execution software
Treasury management and payment software
Business intelligence software
E-business software
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1.3

Classification of vendors

There are several ways to classify the vendors in term of size. In the
overviews that follow we have classified the vendors in the following
ways:
a. By number of employees
b. By turnover and profit
c. By number of implementations
d. By parties vendors encounter most in the marketplace
In the classifications about number of employees and number of
implementations we asked the numbers per region.
Regarding the European regions, the following countries belong to
each region.
•
•
•
•
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1.3.1 Number of employees
The first method used to assess the size of the vendors is by the
number of employees. Some of the participants are solely focused on
warehouse software, other (such as ERP vendors) support a wider
range of functionality. To understand how many employees support
warehouse management software we asked to provide:
• The total number of employees
• The number of employees involved in the WMS services
In the survey questionnaire we used ranges instead of real numbers.
Table 1.4 summarizes the ranges of employees by vendor. The
numbers in the table represent the following ranges.
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1

7
7

3
2

7

2
2

1
1

1
6

1

1

6

6

1

1

8

4

8

5

5

1

5

1

7

7

8

8

7
7
8
8
4

7

4
5
8
7
4

3

Rest of World:
WMS

1

Central and
South
America

Asia
Pacific:

2

Total

1

North
America:

Southern
Europe
4

4
1

WMS

1
3

4
2
5
3
1
2
1
4
5
2

1
3

Total

7
3

4
4
8
3
2
5
2
6
6
2

2
6

WMS

1

Total

4

WMS

2
2
1

Total

WMS

5
4
2
1
3

WMS

Total

1
3
5

2
6
5

Total

WMS

Northern
Europe:

Total

Central
Europe:

WMS

Active logistics GmbH
Aldata Solution
A-SIS
Beta 80 Group
CAL Consult
CDC Software
Centric Logistic solutions
Consafe Logistics
Equinox MHE
Four Soft Limited
Gateway Software B.V.
Generix
HARDIS
HighJump Software
inconso AG
Infor Global Solutions
INTRIS Group
Kewill
Lawson
Manhattan Associates
QAD
Qurius
RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce Inc
Swisslog AG

Total

1. 0-10
2. 10-25
3. 26-50
4. 51-100
5. 101-250
6. 251-500
7. 501-1000
8. 1000+

Western
Europe

Table 1.4: Number of employees per region

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
5
7
5
4
3

3
2
5
3
2

3

6
6

6
3

4

1

5

8
3
5
6
5

4
2
4
5

3

3

2

2

2

2

7
6
7
6
5
5

3
6
5
3
2
3

5

2

1
1

5

2

7
8

5

4
2
6
6

7

5

4

2

6
1

2

2
1

4

5
6

3

2

4

2

5
5
2

3

1
4

5
4
2

2

2

8

2

3

1

2

2

1

1

4
8

4

4
8

5

2

1
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1.3.2 Turnover and profit
We asked vendors for information on turnover, profitability and the
percentage of revenue gained from WMS software licenses.
Some companies did not disclose all information (especially on the
software licenses).
Two vendors reported a loss, one vendor made a loss in 2007 (but
reported a profit for 2008) and one vendor reported a loss in 2008. In
our 2006 study only 1 vendor reported a loss.
In turnover, SAP and Infor are the largest companies.
Table 1.5: Turnover and profit
Turnover 2007
worldwide
(Millions EUR).
10.242
SAP AG
1.800
Infor Global Solutions
1.713
SAGE
800
Centric Logistic solutions
480
Swisslog AG (WDS Division)
310
CDC Software
253
Manhattan Associates
200
RedPrairie
173
QAD
113
Qurius
76
Kewill
75
Aldata Solution
Generix
HighJump Software
Consafe Logistics
HARDIS
inconso AG
Beta 80 Group
Four Soft Limited
Active logistics GmbH
A-SIS
Gateway Software B.V.
CAL Consult
Equinox MHE
INTRIS Group
Lawson
Sterling Commerce Inc
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70
55
50
42
36
25
24
23
20
1

Did your
company
% of total revenue
make profit in gained from WMS
2007?
software licenses.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
58%
Yes
10%
Yes
9%
Yes
0.004%
Yes
Yes
6%
No for 2007 but
35%
yes for 2008
No (2008)
12%
Yes
60%
Yes
8%
Yes
3%
Yes
10%
Yes
1%
Yes
11%
Yes
8%
Yes
20%
Yes
40%
Yes
Yes
Yes
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1.3.3 Number of Implementations
The third way of ranking the suppliers is by listing the number of their
implementations as shown in table 1.6.
Manhattan and RedPrairie have by far the most implementations.
Next to the total number of implementations, we also asked about the
number of new installations in the last three years and the number of
installations with the latest release. The last two columns of the table
show these numbers.
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4

1
3

2

4
3

110
15
2
4

5
45
30

3

20
14
10
29

5
35
40

1
1

1

34

17

18
2

2

5
3
34

8
5
22

7

50
10
5
1
8

4

10
3
11

6

1

6
19

44

2
10

5

4

3.035
1.306
798
783
644
450
356
345
305
220
185
170
143
141
135
130
120
94
87
84
73
65
59
50
25
6
-

# installations of
the latest (major)
version

130
2
13
5
42
13

50
7
90

100
122
12
30

# new
installations last
three years?

2
62
7
38
55
15
10
50
25
2

2
12
10

2.500
673
8
700
6
2
300
25

Total

5
18
99
3
35
15
1
30
15
15
5
14

Rest of World:

10
10

Central and South
America:

Southern Europe:

50
34
7
3
23
17
3
120
250
30
10
34
13
26

Asia Pacific:

Northern Europe:

300
425
657
15
560
400
15
80
15
30
170
91
119
39
135

North America:

Central Europe: <

Manhattan Associates
RedPrairie
Generix
HighJump Software
A-SIS
SAGE
Sterling Commerce Inc
Swisslog AG (WDS Division)
inconso AG
Consafe Logistics
HARDIS
Aldata Solution
Kewill
QAD
Gateway Software B.V.
Active logistics GmbH
Beta 80 Group
Qurius
Infor Global Solutions
CAL Consult
Centric Locus
CDC Software
Equinox MHE
Centric In & Out
INTRIS Group
Four Soft Limited
Lawson
SAP AG

Western Europe:

Table 1.6: Number of implementations per region (WMS software)

800
654
120
250
38
60
250
35
85
55
40
25
17
107
45
15
35
20
87
18
8
18
25
15
10
4

30
14
50
80
230
3
15
5
17
all
all
69
10
15
45
32
15
12
34
84
55
18
10
15
22
3
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1.3.4 Software vendors
As fourth method to classify the vendors, we asked the vendors which
parties they encounter most in the marketplace.
In total we received 34 different application names. For the comparison
we merged the different applications from 1 supplier to a vendors total
and calculated a weighted total were the most important was 3 points,
second most important was 2 points and third most important was 1
point. Table 1.7 shows the vendor names that had a total weighted
score of 4 points or more.
When we compare the results with our 2006 study, we see a few
changes. SAP, Manhattan and RedPrairie were also the top three in
2006 (in that sequence) followed by MARC Global and EXE.
New in the top list are Hardis, A-SIS, and Infor. It is interesting to note
that suppliers with an international focus mention each other as
competitors and suppliers with a local focus mainly mention other local
suppliers.
Table 1.7: Number of times mentioned as competitor
Vendor
Manhattan Associates
SAP
RedPrairie
Hardis
A -SIS/ SAVOYE
Infor
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1
8
4
3
1
0
1

2
3
7
4
2
2
0

3
3
1
2
0
1
1

Weighted
Total
33
27
19
7
5
4
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1.4

Differentiators

We also asked “What are your most significant differentiators in the
market? In other words: why should prospects choose your solution?”
Because of the diversity of answers, we give an overview of the most
mentioned differentiators. Industry knowledge was mentioned most,
followed by flexibility of package setup and seamless integration with
ERP/TMS/BI.
Table 1.8: Most mentioned differentiators
Differentiators
Industry knowledge
Flexibility of package setup
Seamless integration with ERP/TMS/BI
Low Total Cost of Ownership
Broad functional footprint
Multi site / multi company
Designed for rapid implementation
Scalability
Industry specialization
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1
5
4
5
4
3
2
0
1
1

2
6
3
1
3
3
1
3
2
2

3
4
4
3
0
1
2
2
1
1

Weighted
total
31
22
20
18
16
10
8
8
8
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1.5

Capgemini opinion

The survey has highlighted the following insights into the Global WMS
market:
The market for warehouse software has and will become more
international
In our 2006 report we expected further consolidation of the WMS
market with fewer, internationally focused suppliers strengthening their
European market position. This trend has become reality and we don’t
expect that consolidation has come to an end. Customers who have an
international presence will continue to choose to rationalize their
warehouse solutions with an international partner. Smaller suppliers
will continue to focus on niche parts (specific industry, geography
and/or technology) of the WMS market with cost attractive solutions.
Suppliers focus on broader logistics and supply chain execution
solutions
Consolidation of the WMS market is not only based on geographical
expansion. An increasing number of suppliers are incorporating
warehouse management systems as part of a larger suite of supply
chain execution and planning software. For example this can include
Transportation Management, Order Management, Inventory
Management, Event Management and others. Vendors have continued
to broaden their offers through product development, acquisition and
forming partnerships or alliances. Capgemini also expects this trend to
continue. Seamless integration across a supply chain suite is an
important factor for customers to consider when selecting a vendor. A
partnership without proven integration is not enough.
Suppliers with their origin in the WMS market are still in the lead
Manhattan and RedPrairie lead the WMS market. Both suppliers have
their roots in the WMS market and have a holistic vision on how WMS
functionality and, more broadly, how supply chain execution will evolve
during the next five years. ERP vendors like SAP, Oracle, Aldata and
Lawson have WMS offerings and some continue to make progress in
delivering deeper WMS capabilities (in particular SAP), but they are
not leaders yet.
The market for warehouse software will decrease in 2009
In our global study ‘The supply chain agenda in 2009’ we concluded
that the crisis will dominate the supply chain agenda in 2009 and
projects that lead to reduction of inventory and logistic cost are top of
the list. New IT investments are postponed, the number of large and
complex projects planned (TMS/WMS) will diminish by more than 20
percent. This will likely also contribute to the consolidation of the
market.
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2 Overview by industry type
Warehouse management software is used throughout the supply chain
and in different industries. In the survey we asked the vendors in which
industries their software was implemented.
Considering the fact that the vendors in this report differ significantly
from the vendors of our 2006 report, it is remarkable that the
percentages per industry have remained nearly unchanged compared
to three years ago.
As expected, warehouse software is mostly used by logistics
companies as warehousing is part of their core business.
One interesting change is the fashion industry. In 2006 only 4,4% of
the implementation was in fashion and now fashion takes a share of
12,5%.
Based on a total number of almost 9.500 implementations, table 2.1
shows the different percentages per industry and also the top 3
vendors in number of implementations for that industry.
Manhattan has by far the most implementations, so it is not surprising
that Manhattan is often mentioned as number 1.

Table 2.1: Implementation leaders per industry
Percentage of
the total # of
Industry
implementations
Third Party Logistics Provider
29,4%
Food & Beverage
21,9%
Industrial Products
17,3%
Fashion
12,5%
Other Industries
6,3%
Automotive
3,5%
Consumer Electronics
3,5%
Life Science
2,7%
Engineering & Construction
1,9%
Chemicals
0,9%
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Nr 1
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
A-SIS
RedPrairie
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
SAGE

Nr 2
Generix
Lawson
RedPrairie
Lawson
Swisslog
SAGE
RedPrairie
Swisslog
Consafe
inconso

Nr 3
Sterling Commerce
RedPrairie
A-SIS
RedPrairie
RedPrairie
Manhattan
A-SIS
RedPrairie
SAGE
RedPrairie
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2.1

Specialization

Table 2.2 shows the complete overview of implementations by vendor
and industry type.
It clearly shows the specialization of some of the vendors. The
highlighted boxes show where a vendor has more than 40% of its
implementations in a particular industry. In this sense twelve vendors
show a certain specialization in the third party logistic industry.
Lawson, Aldata, CDC and Centric Locus have a clear focus on food
and beverage, mainly because of their retail focus. Beside food and
beverage, Lawson has another 40% of its implementations in fashion,
which can also be explained by the retail focus of this vendor.
A-SIS strongly targets industrial products.
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8
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7

5
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1
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50
26
10
85
61
5
20
331
3%

Food &
Beverage

Fashion

119
25
10
26
52

0
40
25
1
2

0
66
0

25
22
10

2
11
10

5

5

201
15

10
15

0
0

15
1

0
2

5
22

5
3

5

0

2

0

700
32

100
9

150
15

353
55

79
17

24
18

0
3
12
18

3
5

7
440
500
28
26
402
5

1
334
600
0
5
110
6

800
0
50
178
207

60
58

50
20
1.644
17%

25
10
335
4%

0
30
259
3%

0
5
86
1%

0
0
184
2%

5
130
2.075
22%

0
5
1.185
12%

250
15
2.789
29%

15
110
597
6%

2

3

100
0

130
9
64
50
48
6
41
1
11
12
5
115
560
30
30
34
25
118

13
165
4
0
1
9
0
22
11
20
15
1
20
5
2
35
31
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Total

Life Science

8
30
5
4
1

Other
Industries

Consumer
Electronics

9
288
15
0
5

Third Party
Logistics
Provider

Industrial
Products

4
24
3
0
2

Chemicals

Automotive
Active logistics GmbH
Aldata Solution
A-SIS
Beta 80 Group
CAL Consult
CDC Software
Centric In & out
Centric Locus
Consafe Logistics
Equinox MHE
Four Soft Limited
Gateway Software B.V.
Generix
HARDIS
HighJump Software
inconso AG
Infor Global Solutions
INTRIS Group
Kewill
Lawson
Manhattan Associates
QAD
Qurius
RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce Inc
Swisslog AG (WDS Division)
Total

Engineering &
Construction

Table 2.2: Number of implementation per vendor per industry

130
170
644
120
84
74
50
55
220
59
5
135
788
100
1
100
87
25
143
774
3.035
141
94
1.306
450
0
350
345
9.485
100%
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2.2

Capgemini opinion

Suppliers will continue to provide and enrich sector-specific
functionality
Since the WMS market is becoming more and more mature, suppliers
continue to enrich sector-specific functionality. Large vendors like
Manhattan and RedPrairie have one package covering nearly all
industries. By configuration, and sometimes based on pre-configured
solutions, their software can be made industry specific. Many other
suppliers offer tailor made WMS applications for one or more
industries. Vendors will specialize and continue to add sector specific
WMS functionality to their applications. Sector specific development
areas for WMS will include:
o Multi Channel Retailing (Retail)
o Tracking & tracing (F&B, Life Sciences)
o Reversed picking/Store distro (Retail)
o Postponed manufacturing (Hi-tech/electronics)
o Activity Based Billing (3PL)
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3 Most important product developments
3.1

Trends last three years

We asked vendors what they see as the most significant trends in the
warehouse management software market for the last three years, and
for the next three years.
In 2006 the most important trend of the past three years (2003, 2004,
2005) was voice technology followed by communication/ integration,
RF scanning and RFID. It is fascinating to see that voice technology is
still number 1. Items around communication and integration also
appear to be an existent topic.
Even more interesting is if the in 2006 predicted trends for the
following three years are now recognized as trends of the past three
years. For the prediction of most important trends over the next three
years, RFID was the big number 1 in 2006, followed by voice
technology and integration as third. Only ranking sixth under the most
important trends over the past three years in this report, it is clear that
RFID did not experience the breakthrough as was expected three
years ago. Voice technology however was expected on the second
place in 2006 and turned out to be the most important trend of the last
three years. It has become mature and can now practically be
considered as standard functionality.
This year, newcomer in the top list of new product developments is
configurable workflow functionality, which enables customers to easily
adapt processes to changing business requirements without time
consuming and costly customizations. This trend was not mentioned in
2006. Labor management and labor forecasting was no part of the
2006 list either and is now considered as an important offering by
some of the larger companies.
Table 3.1 Recognized trends of the last three years

Voice technology
Integrated transportation/trip planning
Configurable workflow functionality
Integrated Labor Management /
Labor forecasting
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
RFID
Workload Balancing
Easy integration with MHE/Voice
Integrated (graphical) performance / work in progress
management functionality
Improved Suite Integration
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1
4
1
2

2
3
5
2

3
6
0
1

Weighted
total
24
13
11

3
2
2
1
1

0
2
1
2
2

2
1
2
1
1

11
11
10
8
8

2
2

0
1

2
0

8
8
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3.2

Trends next three years

For the next three years the vendors recognize Software as a Service
(SaaS) as most important trend followed by RFID and SOA.
Software as a Service is a model of software deployment whereby a
provider licenses an application to customers for use as a service on
demand. SaaS vendors may host the application on their own web
servers or upload the application to the consumer device, disabling it
after use or after the on-demand contract expires. SaaS vendors are
also called On-demand software provider or application service
provider (ASP).
SCM integration refers to providing integration possibilities with other
SCM related packages like supply chain execution and planning
applications such as Order Management, Inventory Management,
Supplier Management and Supply Chain Event Management.
Table 3.2: Predicted trends next three years

Software as a Service (SaaS)
RFID
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
SCM integration
Integrated Transportation/trip planning
Integrated Labour Management / Labour forecasting
Sustainable Supply Chain

3.3

1
2
3
3
4
4
1
1

2
4
3
2
1
0
4
1

3
5
1
2
0
1
1
3

Weighted
total
19
16
15
14
13
12
8

Strategy

We also asked to indicate the main three strategic options for the
upcoming 5 years. Table 3.3 shows the results.
Table 3.3: Most mentioned strategies for the upcoming 5 years
Strategy
Achieving growth
SCM integration
SaaS
Web enabling
SOA

Times
mentioned
13
9
6
5
4

Achieving growth is the most mentioned goal by the vendors. Methods
mentioned to achieve this goal are by organic growth,
internationalization, globalization and acquisitions. Topics around SCM
integration are another goal that was mentioned often. Also more
technical solutions like SaaS (6 times), web enabling (5 times) and
SOA (4 times) are frequently mentioned. Surprisingly, RFID was only
mentioned twice. Although the vendors see RFID as an important
trend, they don’t mention this as an important part of their strategy.
Capgemini Consulting is the strategy and
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3.4

Capgemini opinion

Software as a Service (SaaS) for WMS is mainly a financing model
The Software as a Service (SaaS) model spreads out the payment for
the WMS system over time to more closely align with the timeline of
the WMS software's expected benefits.
Upfront investments including WMS software licenses, infrastructure
costs and implementation costs are normalized over e.g. the first 12
months of deployment allowing companies to more closely align
benefits with investment. SaaS for TMS or HRM software offers
additional benefits since this set up might include provision of data
(e.g. carrier and tax rates). We don’t see these benefits in a
warehouse environment.
This financing model is in particular interesting for smaller to mid-size
companies whose requirements can be handled by the standard
functionality of a WMS. Once extensive customization is needed
and/or the WMS will be implemented in multiple sites, a traditional
financing model will probably still be more beneficial. Another
important consideration is the reliability of the SaaS solution since the
use of the WMS will often be internet-based. For some companies we
expect that the related risk involved will be a knock out criterion.
Implementation of RFID will go slower than originally expected
RFID is not ‘hot’ anymore. The number of new initiatives/projects is
limited. Implementation of RFID in general and in warehouse
environments in particular will continue, but at a lower speed than
originally expected. The economic situation also slows down the
investment in RFID technology. The use of RFID for returnable
transport items is still getting attention, but massive use of RFID chips
for consumer products will likely not be realized on a short term.
SCM Verticalization/Integration is main development area
Software vendors have to decide whether they want to invest in
functional and/or technical development of their software. SOA is
mainly technical, SaaS/Web enabling both functional and technical and
the different integration subjects (e.g. integration of transportation
planning and labor management) mainly functional. In the current
economic setting we expect that vendors will invest in development
areas that will be beneficial for clients on the short term, i.e. integration
with other applications and enrichment of current functionality. More
long term oriented technical developments will get lower priority and
might be postponed.
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4 Professional services
4.1

Introduction

In WMS software selections, the services offered by the vendors are
often considered as important criteria. Therefore we asked the vendors
about their services regarding implementation, training and
documentation.
4.2

Implementation support

In the survey we asked the
question if the vendors used own
staff or third party staff to support
the implementation process.
Eleven of the 28 vendors claim to
use own staff, 17 use both own
staff and third party staff.

) 

%
"3

! 
 
""

Several vendors made a comment on their statement. Two of them
commented that occasionally third party service suppliers were
involved in the implementation, but that it was not their standard
procedure. On the other side, 4 vendors who responded with both
“possible” mentioned that the majority of their implementations
implementations is made
by their own staff, third party staff was only used in special occasions
or in special regions.
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4.3

Services

We included 15 different YES/NO questions in the survey about
services regarding implementation, training and documentation.
The more general implementation services are provided by almost all
vendors. For the pre-configured solutions, most vendors came up with
industry specific templates and wizards. The retail industry is
mentioned most here. One vendor mentioned its data validation tool
that can be used before data is imported into the system.
Training services are less common, especially when it comes to on-line
training facilities.
Basic documentation such as a key-user manuals, reference guides
and on-line help is available for most packages. Error handling
manuals and editable help text functions are less common.

Legenda
Supported
Not supported

Implementation services, Do you provide
key-User support?
technical support (helpdesk)?
services in customization?
services in integration in system architecture?
services in business analysis?
pre-configured solutions like templates / wizards
Training services: Do you provide
training on location?
training services to train the trainer?
certification of followed training modules?
on-line training (E-learning)?
Documentation services:
Do you provide reference guides?
Do you provide key-user manuals?
Do you provide error handling manuals?
Does the package come with an online Help function?
If yes, is the help text editable by the client?
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Active logistics GmbH
Aldata Solution
A-SIS
Beta 80 Group
CAL Consult
CDC Software
Centric In & Out
WMS
Centric Locus
Consafe Logistics
Equinox MHE
Four Soft Limited
Gateway Software
B.V.
Generix
HARDIS
HighJump Software
inconso AG
Infor Global Solutions
INTRIS Group
Kewill
Lawson
Manhattan
Associates
QAD
Qurius
RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce
Inc
Swisslog AG

Table 4.1 Overview of the services supported
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4.4

Capgemini opinion

Costs of professional services are important part of cost of
ownership
Total cost of ownership (TCO) is more and more used as a basis for
selection of a WMS solution. Costs of implementing a WMS (including
training), maintenance and support are an important part of TCO, in
particular when the WMS is implemented in multiple warehouses. Also
implementation of new releases should be included in the calculation.
Evaluation of capabilities of vendors in this area and related costs is
crucial.
Support by a third party is recommended when organizational
change is essential
Implementation support is often done by the software vendor, but
implementing software may not only require application knowledge, but
also involve wider organizational change. Organizational change is an
essential part of an implementation and will become a more important
consideration as companies standardize operations across Europe
and the globe.
An external party is more capable of managing the broader project
scope (when implementing more than just the WMS) and provides
temporary resources.
Capabilities regarding training and documentation are not fully
developed
In software selection projects Capgemini performs, it is noted that
customers are very critical about the provided training and
documentation services. Good user documentation with good user
manuals, reference guides and error handling manuals are often
defined as knock-out criteria. For larger company’s certification of
training and on-line training modules are also often considered as
knock-out criteria.
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5 Technical information
5.1

Introduction

Another important area in software selection studies are the technical
requirements. Therefore we also asked the vendors about the
technical part of their solutions.
5.2

Operating systems

We asked on what operating systems the solution can be used.
Of the 28 different applications, Aldata
and Kewill do not support the Windows
platform, but off course these solutions
are suitable for Unix and/or Linux.
Seven solutions run on Windows only
and do not support other operating
systems. Only a few solutions can,
among others, run on AS/400 and/or
IBM iSeries.
5.3

Table 5.1: Operation systems
OS system

Number of
vendors

Windows

26

Unix

21

Linux

14

IBM i - AS/400

7

Database system

We also asked the vendors about the database system their solutions
requires.
Most applications can be run on
multiple platforms. Most mentioned are
Oracle and SQL Server database.
Some of them can also run on an IBM
DB/2 database. INTRIS and QAD can
run on Progress database software.
Active logistics is offered for the
Informix database system and cannot
be used with other databases software.
5.4

Table 5.2: Database systems
DB system

Number of
vendors

Oracle

24

SQL

17

IBM DB2

9

Progress

2

Informix

1

SaaS/Virtualization

We asked the vendors about the software delivery options regarding
SaaS (Software as a Service) and virtualization.
Twelve vendors responded that they currently do not offer their
software with a SaaS model, but as we have seen in our previous
chapter about differentiators and strategy, six of them have indicated
that SaaS is in their strategy for the coming years.
Only three applications cannot be run in a virtualized environment.
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5.5

Integration

We included several questions about integration methods and tools in
the survey. Most vendors use both point-to-point interfaces and middle
ware tools to integrate their solution with other applications like ERP,
TMS and BI (Business Intelligence). Database integration or data
model integration is often used for the integration of the different
modules within the same application. No standard integration tool is
specifically used more than others, many vendors use their own inhouse developed integration tools.

5.6

Interfaces

Regarding standard pre-build interfaces with ERP, TMS and BI
applications, most vendors have standard interfaces for the large ERP
systems. Almost every vendor mentioned a standard interface for SAP.
Also standard interfaces for certain (vendor specific) Business
Intelligence tools and TMS solutions are present in most solutions..
Regarding the integration with voice applications 14 of the 28 vendors
mentioned a standard pre-build interface for Vocollect, six vendors
offer a pre-build interface with Voxware.
Finally we asked which interfaces with (semi-) automatic warehouse
systems were built. Table 5.3 shows the results.
Table 5.3: Pre-build interfaces with semi automatic equipment

Conveyors
Sorter
Hi-bay storage
Carrousel
Mini-load
Pick-to-light
AGV’s
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Response
count
22
22
19
19
18
18
17
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5.7

Security

Table 5.4 shows the responses to questions regarding security policy.
Table 5.4: Security policy
Does the package support logging of stock movements?
Does the package support logging on users?
Does the package support logging of changes in settings?
Password policy comply with the Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP)?
Comply with Sarbanes-Oxley
Oxley regulatory regarding traceability and
security?

Yes
28
28
27

No
0
0
1

19

9

20

8

The Sarbanes Oxley act, commonly called Sarbanes-Oxley,
Sarbanes
Sarbox or
SOX, is a United States federal law enacted on July 30, 2002, as a
SOX,
reaction to a number of major corporate and accounting scandals. This
act is required for all publicly-traded
publicly traded companies in the United States,
including all wholly-owned
wholly
subsidiaries, and all publicly
ublicly-traded non-US
companies doing business in the US.
Regarding WMS software the rules regarding traceability and IT
security of data are relevant. Any revisions to stock levels must be
documented as to what was changed, why, by whom and when.
Password policy compliancy with the Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) requires configurable support regarding password
expiration, failed login attempts, and password rules.
rules
5.8

Languages

The last topic in the technical information section of our survey was if
the package supports the Unicode character set.
Unicode is a computing industry standard
allowing computers to consistently represent
and manipulate text expressed in most of the
world's writing systems. With Unicode the
software can also be translated to character
languages like Chinese and Japanese.
Six solutions currently do not support
Unicode. One of the vendors made a
comment that Unicode will be supported in
the next release.
their
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5.9

Capgemini opinion

Freedom of choice of technical platforms is ‘the norm’
Most WMS applications run on multiple widely used operating systems
(Windows/Unix/Linux) and database systems (SQL Server/Oracle).
Only a few vendors offer solutions for one platform like SQL
Server/Windows, IBM DB2/IBM iSeries and Progress/Informix.
Vendors only offering SQL/Windows might have a policy to focus on
smaller and medium sized companies. Vendors only offering software
for IBM DB2/IBM iSeries and Progress/Informix might have a backlog
regarding technical development and/or might not invest anymore in
further development of the respective WMS software. Companies
considering implementation of these WMS packages have to be aware
of risks involved.
Integration/interfacing tools are widely used but not standardized
Many large vendors who participated in this study offer interfaces for
other applications (ERP, TMS, BI and Voice) and warehouse
equipment. Self developed or specific package based techniques and
tools are used for integration of these applications. Disadvantage of
this set up is that companies need support of vendors to implement
interfaces with new internal applications or ERP systems of new
clients. This has a negative impact on flexibility and costs. Selection of
a vendor using more common integration tools might be beneficial for
companies to reduce the dependency of vendors. Configurable
workflow functionality will partly solve this problem. On the long term
SOA-based WMS’s will offer means to integrate applications in a more
flexible and cost effective manner.
Compliance with USA based regulations cannot always be
explained based on market focus
Compliance with traceability and security rules as required by for
instance the Sarbanes Oxley act is offered by 70% of the vendors. The
fact that not all vendors comply with these rules can be explained
partly by geographical market focus. Some vendors also selling their
software in the USA however do not comply with these rules. The
explanation might be that traceability and security functionality is still
part of the WMS functionality that needs ‘enrichment’ in general. USA
based companies and companies specialized in sectors like
pharmaceutical manufacturing and food retail as well as all companies
quoted on the stock exchange might use compliance to these rules as
knock out criterion.
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6 Functionality
The functional fit of a Warehouse Management System in a specific
situation will be assessed first of all by:
• Support of functionality relevant for a specific industry type (e.g.
specific master data), the functional fit can be derived on the
number of implementations in that sector (see table 2.2 in chapter
2).
• Support of basic and additional warehouse processes, see table 6.1
and 6.3.
• Support of a specific warehouse type like public/dedicated and
single site/multi site, see table 6.2 and 6.3.
When a WMS meets these criteria the functional fit will be determined
in depth by the functionality required. To evaluate functionality offered
by WMS-packages Capgemini has developed a WMS reference model
(see figure 7). This model can be characterized as follows:
• WMS systems in general offer information to provide decision
making on a strategic (monthly), tactical (weekly) and operational
level (daily).
• Strategic information deals with registration of rates and service
levels agreed with (external and/or internal) clients and providing
related customer billing and performance management functionality;
also registration of the set up of the warehouse (e.g. locations, put
away/ replenishment/ order pick rules and task types) is part of this
level.

  4% 5 (
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•

On the tactical level orders (demand), inventory (storage locations)
and resources (work force and equipment) are planned and
monitored on a weekly basis.

•

On the operational level orders, inventory and resources are
planned and monitored on a daily basis; on top of this functionality
execution of tasks is supported by communication of planned tasks
with workforce and MHE (interfaces) and registration of actual
product levels and flows.

The functionality that needs to be offered according to the ‘building
blocks’ of this model, is defined in table 6.4; an overview of the
functionality of the WMS applications in this area is given in table 6.5.
Table 6.1: Definition of the basic and additional warehouse processes
Processes
Description
Incoming transport
Support of allocation of an optimal unloading dock to minimize put away effort
Receiving
The process of physically receiving and checking goods in in the WMS.
Put away
Support for selecting the most optimal storage location for the received goods, and support
for choosing the most efficient way to execute the stock-moves from the dock to the
storage area.
Cross docking
Support of allocation of received stock to backorders; selective cross-docking of product.
Replenishment
Package provides logic to replenish forward pick locations pro-actively and re-actively.
Stock movements
Package provides stock counting logic.
Counting
Package provides housekeeping logic.
Order picking
Package supports multiple methods of order picking (Batch, Order and Picking by SKU).
Repack/VAL
•
The process of adding value to products (kitting, packing, BOM) is supported and
registered.
•
The package is able to direct picked loads to a Value Added Services area,
where employees are instructed to perform specific activities (wrapping, ticketing,
repacking) or build the picked components to a final assembly.
Outgoing transport
Package can plan outgoing transport moves.
Returns
A workflow for returns including administration of claims can be set up
Slotting optimization
The system provides a slotting optimization tool.
Dock planning
•
Package provides a graphical plan board (inbound and outbound shipments).
•
Package is able to assign docks automatically (based on dock availability, trailer
content (the package can suggest an optimal unloading dock to optimize put
away), priority, receipt-type, etc.).
Yard management
•
Package can make inventory in the yard visible.
•
Tracks the movement of the equipment in the yard (including status).
•
Orchestrates the movement of the equipment in the yard.
Table 6.2: Definition of the warehouse types
Warehouse types
Description
Public
The package can handle stock of several stock owners mixed in one warehouse
environment.
Multi-site (or depots)
•
Package can hold stock over multiple sites with local and overall visibility.
•
Package can generate relocation proposals and replenishments over multiple
sites.
Bonded
An inventory system that is authorized by customs and enables the suspension of import
duty, excise and/ or VAT for imported non-EU goods.
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Legenda
Yes, supported by current version.
No, not supported
Third party is used to support this
Next release

Active logistics GmbH
Aldata Solution
A-SIS
Beta 80 Group
CAL Consult
CDC Software
Centric In & Out WMS
Centric Locus
Consafe Logistics
Equinox MHE
Four Soft Limited
Gateway Software B.V.
Generix
HARDIS
HighJump Software
inconso AG
Infor Global Solutions
INTRIS Group
Kewill
Lawson
Manhattan Associates
QAD
Qurius
RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce Inc
Swisslog AG

Table 6.3: Functionality overview part 1

General: Processes
Incoming transport:
Cross docking:
Replenishment:
Stock movements:
Counting:
Order picking:
Repack/VAL: (kitting, packing, BOM)
Repack/VAL: VAS area
Outgoing transport:
Returns:
Slotting optimization:
Dock planning: Graphical plan board
Dock planning: Automatic dock assigment
Yard management: Inventory in the yard
Yard management: Tracks
Yard management: Orchestrates
Warehouse types
Public:
Multi-site: Hold stock
Multi-site: Relocation proposals
Bonded:
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Table 6.4 Definition of the functionality blocks
Functionality
Description
Strategic
Contract management
Registration of Service Level Agreements agreed with warehouse clients, in order to measure
performance of operation.
Warehouse design
$
Definition of available storage locations and characteristics of these locations based
on storage design.
$
Definition of allocation of product types to storage locations (put away rules).
$
Definition of replenishment rules.
$
Definition of order types and picking methods based on order picking design.
$
Definition of task types based on warehouse and organization design.
Customer billing
Definition of agreed contracts/tariffs (activity based) and billing of clients (internal/external).
Performance management
Package provides reporting and dashboard functionality in order to measure Standard reporting
of performance of the warehouse based on SLA.
Tactical
Order management
Functionality to create (by configuration) work flows in order to accommodate highly customer
specific processes (like QC-dialogues, special instructions during packing, etc.).
Inventory management
Calculation of needed storage capacity based on order forecasts
Package is able to recalculate SKU’s ABC-categorization based on pick frequency, order
frequency, etc.
Work force management
Calculation of labor capacity needed for different tasks based on order forecasts, staff roles and
labor standards.
Equipment management
Functionality to manage warehouse equipment; plan, maintain and authorization.
Order reporting
Standard reporting of orders (inbound and outbound) handled.
Inventory reporting
Standard reporting of use of storage capacity.
Work force reporting
Standard reporting of use and productivity of resources.
Equipment reporting
Standard reporting of availability and productivity of equipment.
Operational planning
Wave planning
Release of orders (inbound and outbound) based on the available resource capacity during the
day, and with respect to the outbound transportation schedule.
Inventory allocation
•
Allocation of orders to stock (inbound) and stock to orders (outbound)
•
Package is able to differentiate allocation strategies based on order type.
Resource allocation
Definition of resources available during a specific day and allocation of roles / task lists.
Execution
Interfaces MHE
Support of interfaces with automated warehouse operations like automated Guided Vehicles,
pick-to-belt, conveyor belt, carousels, crane stacker and electronic stales.
Document management
Support of the production of transport documents, such as a load list, and the production of legal
documentation, such as CMR, ADR or T-documents. Manifests, Bills of Lading, Packing List.
Containerisation
Calculation of shipping units to be used based on volume of products and orders.
Registration of product and
Barcode or RFID based registration of products and container flows.
container flows
Task management
•
Automatic allocation of tasks to staff available based on priority and efficiency (priority,
permission and proximity).
•
The system defines the most optimal sequences of task execution for employees,
different task types are mixed.
•
The system interactively takes impact of deadlines and priorities into consideration in
task execution for inbound and outbound orders.
Work force communication
Paper, RF and//or voice based communication with warehouse staff
Monitoring
Order monitoring
Tools for monitoring progress of order execution (during the day), personalized dashboard.
Inventory monitoring
Tools for monitoring available and used storage capacity (during the day), personalized
dashboard.
Work force monitoring
Tools for monitoring available and used resource capacity (during the day) e.g. graphical
overview of workload in pick zones and pack area, personalized dashboards.
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Legenda:
Yes, supported by current version.
No, not supported
Third party is used to support this
Next release

Active logistics GmbH
Aldata Solution
A-SIS
Beta 80 Group
CAL Consult
CDC Software
Centric In & Out WMS
Centric Locus
Consafe Logistics
Equinox MHE
Four Soft Limited
Gateway Software B.V.
Generix
HARDIS
HighJump Software
inconso AG
Infor Global Solutions
INTRIS Group
Kewill
Lawson
Manhattan Associates
QAD
Qurius
RedPrairie
SAGE
SAP AG
Sterling Commerce Inc
Swisslog AG

Table 6.5: Functionality overview part 2

Strategic:
Contract management:
Warehouse design: Storage locations
Warehouse design: Product types
Warehouse design: Replenishment rules
Warehouse design: order types
Warehouse design: task types
Customer billing:
Performance management:
Dashboard functionality
Performance management:
Reporting based on SLA.
Tactical:
Order management:
Inventory management: Calculation.
Inventory management: ABC-categorisation
Work force management:
Equipment management:
Order reporting:
Inventory reporting:
Work force reporting:
Equipment reporting:
Operational planning
Wave planning :
Inventory allocation: Allocation
Inventory allocation: Order type.
Resource allocation :
Execution
Interfaces MHE:
Document management:
Containerisation:
Registration of product flows, barcode based.
Registration of product flows, RFID based.
Registration of container flows, barcode based.
Registration of container flows, RFID based.
Task management: Automatic allocation
Task management: optimal sequences
Task management: priorities
Work force communication Paper based.
Work force communication RF based.
Work force communication Voice based.
Monitoring
Order monitoring:
Inventory monitoring:
Work force monitoring:
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7 Overview of participating vendors
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Active logistics GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Strasse 5
56073 Koblenz
Germany
http://www.active-logistics.com
Frank Michel
m-ware
9.1
Aldata Solution
37 rue du Colonel Pierre Avia
75015 Paris
France
www.aldata-solution.com
Valerie Pauleau
G.O.L.D. Stock
V.5.08
A-SIS
8 rue de la Richelandière
42100 St Etienne
France
www.a-sis.com
Brice Pozzoli
LM7
7.0.7
Beta 80 Group
via Socrate 41
20128 Milan
Italy
www.beta80group.it
Fabio Zennaro
Stockager
5.4
CAL Consult
Ampèrestraat 38
6716 BN Ede
Netherlands
www.cal-consult.nl
Marco Pieplenbosch
CALwms, CALwms400 and CALogistics
5.101, 4.3, SAP CCL 6.0
CDC Software
Two Concourse Pkwy Suite 800
30328 Atlanta
United States
http://www.cdcsupplychain.com/
Mats Nordgren
Extended Warehouse Management, iWMS
5.2
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Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Centric Logistic solutions
Edisonstraat 10
7903 AN Hoogeveen
The Netherlands
www.centric.nl
Rob Bouman
In & Out WMS
2009.1
Centric Logistic Solutions
Transistorstraat 2G
1320AA Almere
The Netherlands
www.centric.nl
Robert Bouman
Locus WMS
3-14.02
Consafe Logistics
Porfyrvägen 14
22478 Lund
Sweden
http://www.consafelogistics.com/
Mikael Brorsson
Astro WMS
7.1
Equinox MHE
Pastoorslaan 57
2182 BW Hillegom
Netherlands
www.equinoxmhe.com
Pim de Vrind
Vision
5
Four Soft Limited
5Q1 A3,Cyber Towers,Hitech city
500 033 Hyderabad
India
www.four-soft.com
Umashankar Saketharaman
4S elog
2.3
Gateway Software B.V.
Barbizonlaan 87
2908 ME Capelle a/d IJssel
Nederland
www.gateway.nl
Mera Hoornweg
FreightWare
02.09.0010
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Company Name
Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Address
Postal Code and City
Country
Website
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Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Postal Code and City
Country
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Generix
69, rue Beaubourg
75003 Paris
France
www.generixgroup.com
Sauvage
Infolog WMS
WMS2007
HARDIS
34 rue de la Tuilerie
38170 Seyssinet-Pariset
France
www.hardis.fr
Wino
REFLEX
7
HighJump Software
6455 City West Parkway
55344 Eden Prairie
USA
http://www.highjump.com/
Chris Goldsmith
Supply Chain Advantage
10.4
inconso AG
Dieselstraße 1-7
61231 Bad Nauheim
Germany
www.inconso.de
Friedhelm Lindemann
inconsoWMS
3.1
Infor Global Solutions
13560 Morris Road, Suite 4100
30004 Alpharetta
United States
WWW.INFOR.COM
Brent Forden
Infor SCM Warehouse Management
9.1.2
INTRIS Group
Wagenmakerstraat 3
2984 BD Ridderkerk
Netherlands
www.intris-group.com
Robert Blok
TRIS Logitistics Application Suite
9.1
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Country
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Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Kewill
Laan van Londen 100
3317 DA Dordrecht
Netherlands
www.kewill.com
Gerry Daalhuisen
Kewill Logistics
6.0/1
Lawson
380 St.Peter Street
55102-1302 St.Paul
US
www.lawson.com
Sagrys Aelbregt
M3
7.1
Manhattan Associates
Buizerdlaan 2
3435 SB NIEUWEGEIN
Netherlands
www.manh.com
John Bird
Warehouse Management
QAD
Beech Avenue 125
1119 RB Schiphol-Rijk
Netherlands
www.qad.com
Fred Breedland
QAD Warehousing
QAD Warehousing for QAD 2008.1
Qurius
Van Voordenpark 1A
5301 KP Zaltbommel
Nederland
www.quris.com
Monique Fermont
Q-WMS
RedPrairie
20700 Swenson Drive
53186 Waukesha
USA
www.redprairie.com
Scott Zickert
RedPrairie E²e™ Solutions
2008.1
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Postal Code and City
Country
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Contact Person
Application Name
Latest Version Number
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Postal Code and City
Country
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Application Name
Latest Version Number
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SAGE
10, rue Fructidor
75017 PARIS
FRANCE
http://www.sage.fr/mge/logiciels-gestion-entrepots-wms
Pierre de FOUGEROUX
GEODE
V 5.1 (GX) V7 (AS400)
SAP AG
Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16
69190 Walldorf
Germany
www.sap.com
Ajit padhy
SAP Extended Warehouse Management
7.0
Sterling Commerce Inc
4600 Lakehurst Ct
43016 Dublin
USA
www.sterlingcommerce.com
Anand Kaddi
Sterling Warehouse Management System
8.0
Swisslog AG (WDS Division)
Webereiweg 3
5033 Buchs
Switzerland
www.swisslog.com
Thomas Klatte
WarehouseManager, AutomationManager, SPOC
WM/AM Rel3090, SPOC 7.1.0
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Capgemini Consulting – Your partner in
supply chain
Capgemini is one of the world's largest providers of Consulting,
Technology and Outsourcing services. The company helps businesses
implement growth strategies and leverage technology. The
organization employs over 90,000 employees worldwide and reported
2008 global revenues of EUR 8,7 billion.
The Group offers its local and international clients, in more than 36
countries, services in:
o Consulting Services
providing management consulting capabilities designed to improve
performance of client companies through in-depth knowledge of
their business and processes.
o Technology Services
planning, designing, managing, developing and integrating major
information technology systems and applications.
o Outsourcing Services
covers both infrastructure and business process outsourcing
(BPO): managing client processes, applications and technology.
o Local Professional Services
providing proximity IT support and know-how.
Capgemini supplies multiple services related to warehousing and
warehouse software:
o Design of supply chains (including determination of number
and location of warehouses)
• Network (re)design
o Design of warehouses
• Warehouse (re)design
• WMS selection
• Warehouse location studies
• RFID strategy/implementation
o Implementation of warehouses
• Project management
• Warehouse sourcing
• WMS implementation
o Operate warehouses
• Warehouse optimization & benchmarking
• Capacity management
• Interim warehouse management
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Capgemini contact persons
Belgium
Lieven Loose, tel. +32 2 708 1111
e-mail: lieven.loose@capgemini.com
Finland
Markus Karki, tel. +358 40 721 8102
e-mail: markus.karki@capgemini.com
France
Stéphane.Ghioldi, tel. +33 (0) 6 0771 46 87
e-mail: stéphane.ghioldi@capgemini.com
Germany
Christian Fettweiss-Schulten, tel. +49(0)211-5661-1000
e-mail: christian.fettweiss-schulten@capgemini.com
Italy
Roberto Brugnetti, tel. +39 02 414931
e-mail: roberto.brugnetti@capgemini.com
Spain
Juan Luis Rico Gutierrez, tel. +34 93 495 86 75
e-mail: juan-luis.rico-gutierrez@capgemini.com
Sweden
Kristoffer Arvidsson, tel. +46 8 5668 5849
e-mail: kristoffer.arvidsson@capgemini.com
The Netherlands
Rob van Doesburg, tel. +31 30 689 85 14
e-mail: rob.van.doesburg@capgemini.com
United Kingdom
Simon Mollart, tel. +44 (0)870 366 0470
E-mail: simon.mollart@capgemini.com
United States of America
Brian D. Popoff, tel. +1 312 395 5672
e-mail: brian.popoff@capgemini.com
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About Capgemini
Capgemini, one of the world's foremost providers
of consulting, technology and outsourcing
services, enables its clients to transform and
perform through technologies. Capgemini
provides its clients with insights and capabilities
that boost their freedom to achieve superior
results through a unique way of working – the
Collaborative Business Experience™ – and
through a global delivery model called
Rightshore®, which aims to offer the right
resources in the right location at competitive
cost. Present in 36 countries, Capgemini
reported 2008 global revenues of EUR 8.7 billion
and employs over 90,000 people worldwide.
www.capgemini.com

Capgemini Consulting is the strategy and
transformation consulting division of the
Capgemini Group, with a team of over 4,000
consultants worldwide. Leveraging its deep
sector and business expertise, Capgemini
Consulting advises and supports organizations in
transforming their business, from strategy
through to execution. Working side by side with
its clients, Capgemini Consulting crafts
innovative
strategies
and
transformation
roadmaps to deliver sustainable performance
improvement.
For more information:
www.capgemini.com/consulting

Capgemini Consulting
Papendorpseweg 100
Postbus 2575 • 3500 GN Utrecht
Tel. +31 (0) 30 689 61 04
Fax: +31 (0) 30 689 55 60
www.nl.capgemini.com
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